
Gabriela92: this one's a tushy-rocker; LOL 
 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah it is gabi...hell all of donna summer's songs are really 
D r a z:  watches gabis tush rock.......hmm  no roll there 
Gabriela92: Throws a little hip roll in, just for Draz.... 

D r a z: gotta have some hot stuff  tonight  
dirtyrpgirl: it's called the freak..................ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh freak out 
Gabriela92: slowly turns in a circle, rolling my hips and shaking my hand in a circle over my 

head.... 
D r a z: watches gabi’s as she freaks out ..  
Gabriela92: high steps across the dance floor, clapping over my head.... 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders backwards 
D r a z: grins watching gabi such a sweet body dance 

Gabriela92: shimmies to the left.... 
Gabriela92: shimmies back to the right... 
Gabriela92: forward.... left... back.... right... finishing the square..... 

D r a z: grins as  gabi shimmies to the beat .... 
Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees and does the same pattern backwards... 
Shutterspeed007: enjoys the first time of seeing gabri dance 

Jasper5001: same here shutter  
D r a z: woo hoo  watching those thighs as she flexes them.. mmm  
Gabriela92: slides a foot sideways.... then drags the trailing foot over with it.... 

dirtyrpgirl: oh gabi can dance guys 
Maxillary_Nerve: im impressed!  
Gabriela92: kicks the feet forward, alternating left and right..... 

dirtyrpgirl: she steams the windows when she gets going 
D r a z:  waches as the beat invades her and guides those hips and thighs  
Gabriela92: two steps with the left foot... two with the right... 

Gabriela92: then a sliding backpedal.... 
D r a z: smilesas   eyes  are  drawn up   the  thighs  as she steps  out  
Gabriela92: shakes my head left and right in a figure-8 to the beat, tossing my hair.... 

Gabriela92: digs left two beats with my arms.... then two beats right.... 
D r a z:  turns the lights to multi coloured .. and  random      

Shutterspeed007: weeee draz 
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper on my leather vest a couple inches.... 
Shutterspeed007: mmmm gabi 

Jasper5001: damn  
D r a z: grins as her lithe body mesmerises as she dances  ... seeing the swell of breasts 
Gabriela92: runs my hands down my ribcage and waist... 

Gabriela92: over my hips... 
Shutterspeed007: getting warmer watching gabi 
Gabriela92: places my hands on my buns, pushing one and then the other one inward.... 

Shutterspeed007: mmm gabi beautiful 
Shutterspeed007: you move girl 
Gabriela92: rolling my backside in an oval, clockwise several times... 

D r a z: smiles to see the firm butt cheeks jigggle as she pushes  them  
Gabriela92: then counterclockwise several times.... 
Gabriela92: then in a figure 8.... 

Gabriela92: throws my head forward and down as Motley Crue starts, letting my hair fall over 
my face... 

Jasper5001: awesome  
D r a z:  watcjhes  as gabi starts with her wild side 
Shutterspeed007: sits watching gabi 



Gabriela92: then throws it back to toss my hair back again 
Gabriela92: struts down the stage, swinging my hips exaggeratedly.... 

Shutterspeed007: watching gabri 
D r a z: watches as gabi strutts   .....holy mary  ..prays for us all on the wild side  
dirtyrpgirl: woohooo gabi !!! strut that stuff !!!!! 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my hair as I thrust my hips forward several times, very 
rapidly... 
Shutterspeed007: damn gabri you cause jeans tightness 

Gabriela92: unzips the vest a couple more inches.... 
D r a z: smiles as we get a glimpse of  the full breasts . 

Jasper5001: holy mother of pearl  
Shutterspeed007: mmmm watches zipper move 
Shutterspeed007: oh my 

Gabriela92: bounces my left knee to the beat while keeping my right leg straight.... 
dirtyrpgirl: jerks my head to the stage as i see gabi....... 
Gabriela92: then shifts to straight left leg, bouncing right knee.... 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing a $100 outa the old tattered jean cutoffs i changed into and walks to the 
stage with it in my fingers....here ya go girl !!!! 
Gabriela92: unzips the black leather vest all the way, letting my bright yellow bra underneath 

show.... 
Shutterspeed007: repositions sitting 
Maxillary_Nerve: lol what did i call you?  

dirtyrpgirl: how like LAB now jasper?...giggles 
Jasper5001: loving it dirty  
Gabriela92: thrusts my left shoulder forward, then the right, repeating several times.... 

Shutterspeed007: watches dirty s ass in her jeans 
dirtyrpgirl: wiggles it in a tight circle for ya shutter 
D r a z: winks at  gabi as her bra shows.....  and her body gyrates to the strong beat 

Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist, letting my hands hit the floor as I toss my hair back 
again.... 

Shutterspeed007: it sure is hot dirty mmmm 
Shutterspeed007: pats her ass 
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty ....pretends to blush...lol 

Gabriela92: turns around, bends again, this time shaking my backside as my hands rest on the 
stage.... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo 

D r a z: grins as gabi’s breasts show as she bends and the that ass !! 
Gabriela92: looks back between my legs, clad from hip to ankle in tight black vinyl pants.... 
Shutterspeed007: lol dirty you blushing lol 

Shutterspeed007: omg gabi 
dirtyrpgirl: trying to at least 
trisha_29: hops off my spot on the bar...grabs my drink...slides my fingers down to smooth 
over the tiny little skirt...walks slowly over to max...hips swaying lightly...heels of my boots 
clicking against the floor tiles....care if i sit in this chair next to you max? 
dirtyrpgirl: winks at gabi 

Shutterspeed007: smiles at dirty 
Gabriela92: and 3" patent leather spike heels 

Gabriela92: red ones 
Jasper5001: nice  
Gabriela92: standing again, tapping my toe to the opening beats of Thunderstruck..... 

D r a z: grins to see the latex hugging every thing ......hiding nothing  
Maxillary_Nerve: *smiles* and dusts the seat off.....watching her move with those boots that make a man 
melt....  



Gabriela92: looking back over my shoulder at the group.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: id love it....  

Jasper5001: looking back at you gabi  
Gabriela92: rolling my head in a circle around my shoulders.... 
Shutterspeed007: smiles at gabi 

D r a z: stomps my feet to the beat  as i watch gabi  ... 
Gabriela92: snapping my head forward to the beat.... 
dirtyrpgirl: THUNDERSTRUCK !!!!!! 

D r a z: totally thunderstruck  
Gabriela92: punches the sky to the beat as I stomp down the stage.... 

Gabriela92: swings my right arm around in a circle from overhead to down by my knee.... 
D r a z: watches  as  gabi shakes it as she pumps te airt .......... strutting with the beat  
Gabriela92: kicks off the shoes.... 

D r a z: grins watching dirty’s    butt shake in time with gabi’s  
Jasper5001: gotta love cutoffs  
dirtyrpgirl: sings to the tune as i dance in place on the floor 

D r a z: catches  the shoes .putting them behind the bar   
dirtyrpgirl: i know i do jasper...winks 
Gabriela92: drops into the splits and bounces back to standing..... 

trisha_29: takes a seat next to max...crossing one long leg over the other 
dirtyrpgirl: love em when the cheeks hang out ...just right...smiles 
Gabriela92: choo-choos down the stage, pumping my arms.... 

Jasper5001: indeeed  
D r a z:  eyes drawn  to the tops of gabis thighs as she squats and slides back upright 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles @ the choochoo's 

D r a z: we are thunderstruck 
Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes the boot clad leg, unable to look away, then smirks at the visitor*  
dirtyrpgirl: indeed Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: hoots and hollars and whistles at gabi's dance 
Maxillary_Nerve: lol choo choos  

Gabriela92: tilts my head to my left shoulder, then to my right..... 
trisha_29: reaches up...pulls the pony tail holder from my hair...giving it a shake as all the wild 
mess cascades down over my shoulders 

Gabriela92: then forward... putting my chin almost to my chest... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *gets a chill*  
D r a z: grisn as i walk  over  to the edge of  the stage with a 100 in my teeth .come pour some 

sugar on me  
Shutterspeed007: sits watching dirty and gabi dance 
Gabriela92: swings my fist in a circle overhead as I move toward Draz at the edge of the 

stage.... 
D r a z:  grins watching gabi comeing tome 
Gabriela92: leans forward so he has a place to put that $100...... 

D r a z: winks at dirty no ........not  the same at all 
dirtyrpgirl: reaching over the bar to grab a cold black n tan...pops the top and swigs it down 
fast 

D r a z:  ssslides my head in gabis cleavage and drops  the 100 in there 
D r a z:  now thats some sweet sugar 

Jasper5001: downs anothe shot cheers dirty  
Gabriela92: kisses Draz on the cheek as I feel the coarse paper slide between the soft skin of 
my breasts.... 

D r a z:  grinsatgabi  as she kisses my  cheek and slides back to the bar  
dirtyrpgirl: spins around as i dance at the bar 
Gabriela92: steps backwards from the edge of the stage and grinds my hips slowly in circle.. 



D r a z: watching dirtys butt and  gabis latex clad legs  
Gabriela92: sways to the new song.... 

D r a z: watches as gabi  circkes  the hips to the new beat 
D r a z:  oh watches gabi   rock , roll and boogie  at same time  
Gabriela92: toss me a water bottle, please, Draz.... 

D r a z:  throws gabi a water bottle  
Gabriela92: puts my mouth over the neck of it... 
Gabriela92: clamps on the cap with my teeth... 

D r a z: looks at  gabi .wondering where we  go from here  
Gabriela92: turns the bottle in my hand to unscrew the cap..... 

D r a z: winces asi see the teeth on the head of  the  bottle   
Gabriela92: slowly swaying to the beat, I tilt my head back.... 
Gabriela92: tilts the bottle and pours the water onto  my tongue, letting it run down onto my 

chin.... 
Gabriela92: down my chin to my neck.... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooo gabi !!!!! mmmmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

Gabriela92: down my neck to my chest.... 
dirtyrpgirl: licking my lips as i watch 
Gabriela92: soaking my bra fabric..... 

Jasper5001: watching every drop of water  
D r a z:  loks over at gabi ............god almighty  look at  that  body as it gets wet  .making the 
bra transparent  

Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the stage, letting my head lay back until it touches the 
floor... 
Gabriela92: pouring the rest of the water into my navel.... 

Shutterspeed007: mmmm gabi 
kennyw_3: just is not the same after Dirty ruined the big ending 
Gabriela92: and down the center line of my tummy... 

Maxillary_Nerve: damn stickers again  
Gabriela92: finishing by letting the last few drops fall onto the front of my vinyl pants..... 

kennyw_3: still watches Gabi's transparent bra and high fives dirty 
Gabriela92: shakes out my hair as I stand back up... turning the stage over to Dirty.... 
Shutterspeed007: mmmm gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!!!!!! damn i do love watchin you dance girl !!! 
Maxillary_Nerve: nice dance gabi!  
Gabriela92: thank you... <blows a kiss at Dirty> 

Jasper5001: awesome gabi  
Shutterspeed007: great dance gabi wow 
dirtyrpgirl: stands applauding to the stage............ 

Gabriela92: thanks Max, Jasper, Shutter. 
D r a z: winks at gabi and  helps her back off the stage   .........superb dancing girl ..... 
trisha_29: good dance gabi! 
Gabriela92: ty, ty 
D r a z: kisses her cheek and pats her tush  
dirtyrpgirl: catching the kiss and placing inside my half buttoned jean shirt for keepsake 

Shutterspeed007: beautiful gabi  
Gabriela92: pushes my backside firmly up against Draz's pat.... 

D r a z: you know what come s next !! 
D r a z:  are  you ready ? 
trisha_29: woooooooooooooooo 

trisha_29: stands on my chair 
D r a z: here it is we been waiting for  this 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooo jumps on the bar 



trisha_29: wiggles my hips...rolling them with the beat 
Gabriela92: grabs my dirty John Deere cap and puts it on backwards.... 

Jasper5001: glory days  
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney to the beat..........................unbuttoning the cutoffs as i shimmey 

Gabriela92: woooooooooooooo!!!!! 
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickingbama 

Maxillary_Nerve: woo hoo!  
dirtyrpgirl: alafickinbama. 

dirtyrpgirl: bama 
trisha_29: twirls on the chair...shaking what my momma gave me 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my knees left to right as i let my butt touch the top of the bar 

D r a z:  alafrickingbama  
dirtyrpgirl: then.i jump up and yell............... 
Maxillary_Nerve: draz, can you play this more often? he says as he stares  

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: im from alafrickinbama!!!! 
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickingbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickingbama 
trisha_29: bama 

D r a z: only when they are together max  
Shutterspeed007: looks up at dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

trisha_29: waves my hands in the air...hair flying around wildly....wiggling 
dirtyrpgirl: twirling around in circles on the bar....kicking my tony lamas as i do a little boot 
step 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol good to know  
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
D r a z:   alafrickin bama   
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
Gabriela92: claps widely to every other beat.... 

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
D r a z: woo hoo girls  
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 

D r a z:  alafrickingbama  
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
D r a z: bama  

trisha_29: bama 
trisha_29: wooooohoooooo! 
Gabriela92: let 'er rip!!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: walking down the bar...shaking my ass in the cutoff's the jean shirt almost 
open.................. 

D r a z:  here we go again ......... watches dirtys and trishas hillbilly bones 
Jasper5001: my oh my what a beauty  
dirtyrpgirl: bends down as i get to the end of the bar and gives Draz a little kiss on his cheek 



Gabriela92: looks up at Dirty and runs a hand up the back of her calf as she strides by.... 
dirtyrpgirl: turns and struts back to the either end 

dirtyrpgirl: hee hawwwwwwwww 
trisha_29: hops up on the bar.....clicks my heels on the bar....snapping my hips with the beat 
D r a z:  winks at dirty   as  she stride s along the bar  ............ yeeee haw  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling at gabi and holds my hand out for her to jump up on the bar with me 
Gabriela92: climbs onto my bar stool and step across onto the top of the bar, holding Dirty's 
hand 

dirtyrpgirl: grabing a beer bottle and rubbing it between my thighs to get the feel of that 
hillybilly bone 

Gabriela92: lip synchs the song as start to gyrate to the music 
trisha_29: steps up behind my babygirl....pressing tight against her booty ...rocking with 
her...reaching around and sliding my hands down over her thighs....winks at gabi over her 
shoulder 
dirtyrpgirl: ba ba ba bone 
Gabriela92: raises my eyebrows back at Trisha... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo all 3 of us up here arm in arm shaking our booties 
dirtyrpgirl: heee hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
Maxillary_Nerve: whoa...  

D r a z: winks as  the girls strutt and wiggle on the bar top  ....... smiles as they make a dirty 
sandwiche  
dirtyrpgirl: bouncing back to trish 

Maxillary_Nerve: Fcuk me.  
dirtyrpgirl: mt hands groping gabi's ass 
trisha_29: giggles...grabs the bottle...rolls it along her thigh 

dirtyrpgirl: heee hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
dirtyrpgirl: damn i missed me some LAB !!! 
Maxillary_Nerve: jaw on the table drooling  

dirtyrpgirl: turns as we all strut the same way shaking out butts 
Gabriela92: links arms with Trisha and Dirty and starts a line dance on top of the bar..... 

dirtyrpgirl: left left left right left 
D r a z: left left left right left 
dirtyrpgirl: whewwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

Gabriela92: turns our buns outward and rolls them at the guys.... 
D r a z:  here she comes .god helps us ...............  looking at that honky tonk badonkadonk 
dirtyrpgirl: kicking off my cowboy boots and dancin barefoot on the bar............... 

dirtyrpgirl: slapping me some girl ass as we show our butts to the guys 
D r a z: smiles as jaws drop in disbelief  
WK1956: hi trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at jasper..how ya like us now !!!!...lol 
trisha_29: snaps my hips left and right..dropping my ass down to the bar and rolling it back up 
slowly...slithering my hand slowly down over the curves of my body...tossing my head back 

D r a z:  he likes us just fine ...hes speechless 
dirtyrpgirl: god i get moist when ya do that baby!!!! 
Gabriela92: runs the zippers down both hips a little ways and peels the top of the pants down 

just far enough to show the top of my panty waistband.... 
WK1956: oh my what did i walk in on lol 

dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz..uh huhhhhh 
D r a z:  smiles at   gabi     slides off  the latex pants 
dirtyrpgirl: grabs the back of gabi's waistband and tugs it down laughin 

Jasper5001: the best dirty  
Jasper5001: moreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee  
dirtyrpgirl: wb trish..hugsssssssssssssssssssssss 



D r a z:   lord have merccy ........that honky tonk badonkadonk 
Gabriela92: gives Dirty a feigned look of shock.... 

Jasper5001: lol draz  
D r a z: that honky tonk badonkadonk ,,,,,,,,,,phew 
trisha_29: drops back in on the bar....not missing a beat....strutting over to the shiney 
pole...reaching up and running my fingers down it slowly 
dirtyrpgirl: oh you know you love it gabi....giggles 
D r a z: she s a wild one  ............   

Gabriela92: bouncing my left leg as I watch Trisha approach the pole.... 
dirtyrpgirl: wondering how many want to be that pole....lol 

D r a z: 10lbs ofsugar in a 5 lbs sack  
trisha_29: giggles and grips the pole....twirling around the pole...one leg hooked around 
it...tossing my head back 

Maxillary_Nerve: raises his hand. Memememe  
dirtyrpgirl: lol max 
Gabriela92: claps and stomps to the beat, watch Trisha work the pole.... 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs a beer from behind the bar ...turnin it up 
Gabriela92: grab me one, too, Dirty, please. 
Maxillary_Nerve: me too please, i might need two, one for each side of my face lol  

dirtyrpgirl: you got it gabi...bending back over to grab ya one too..here ya go hun 
D r a z: smiles as iwatch the bending butts 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles and bend back down and grabs max a twofer...........here ya go...catch!!!! 

Gabriela92: thank ya!  clinks my bottle against Dirty's... locking arms and bumping hips with 
Dirty as we watch Trisha dance 
Maxillary_Nerve: *grabs one with each hand, not losing focus*  

Maxillary_Nerve: thanks dirty!  
D r a z:  watches as trisha  slides around the pole  .......... sexy as hell   
dirtyrpgirl: smiles at gabi as i put my arm around her waist...she can make that pole melt...cant 

she..swigging my beer next to you 
trisha_29: laughs....unhooks my leg from the pole...backs against it...sliding my fingers back 
through my hair...rocking my hips sliding down the pole and back up with the music 
dirtyrpgirl: yw max...smiles 
Gabriela92: mmm, hmmmmmm.... 

dirtyrpgirl: sexy as hell............ 
dirtyrpgirl: butt bumping gabi to the beat....out eyes glued to trish 
dirtyrpgirl: our ...^ 

D r a z: grins as trisha  sexes it  up big   
dirtyrpgirl: yeah she does......smiles 
Gabriela92: Has to run the cold beer bottle down my cleavage and rub it around on my bare 

stomach, watching Trisha and giggling with Dirty. 
trisha_29: reaching up above my head..gripping the pole...arching my back and pushing off the 
pole...my little skirt riding up high over my warm thighs...spins around...straddling against 
the pole...rolling my hips forward...grinding against the slick shiney steel 
dirtyrpgirl: O  M   G baby 
D r a z:  woo hoo trisha .......... you are sexy as hell  

Gabriela92: mmm, yeah, Trish... rub it good, girl 
D r a z:  grins at diryy and gabi   

Jasper5001: dear santa all I want for christmas is that pole after trisha is done  
dirtyrpgirl: lol jasper 
Gabriela92: ride that hard, firm metal..... 

Maxillary_Nerve: holy hell  
dirtyrpgirl: thats one pole ya want your tounge to stick to !!!...well i do at least...giggles 
Jasper5001: hell yea  



Maxillary_Nerve: sexy as hell doesnt cut it  
D r a z: laffs 

Maxillary_Nerve: me to dirty, ill rock paper scissors your for it  
Jasper5001: lol  
dirtyrpgirl: whipsering top gabi...do you notice a wet spot on them panties of hers........... 

dirtyrpgirl: lol max 
Gabriela92: hmmm, yes, I do... wonder if it's more than just exertion sweat? 
dirtyrpgirl: i do love her in that tiny skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: probably.....giggles 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins wondering too  

trisha_29: grins....steps away from the pole....tosses my head back...sliding my fingers back 
through my hair...down along the side of my neck....body rolling with the music...hands 
slithering down over my breasts...giving them a squeeze...dropping to my knees...spreading 
them wide...leaning way back..hands sliding down over my tummy as my hips roll up with 
the beat 
Gabriela92: mmmm, Trisha. 

dirtyrpgirl: pushes my tounge back in my mouth with a slurp as i watch trish 
D r a z: frisky and sexy ........ pornstar dancing  .......... trisha  
Gabriela92: winces with delight at the sight... 

dirtyrpgirl: as trish's skirt is above her navel i quickly slip a $100 in the top of her 
panty.......cause i can...giggles 
Jasper5001: grabs another shot  

Maxillary_Nerve: *mouth is now dry because my jaw has been on the table so long...douses it with some 
of the beer*  
D r a z: look at her go  on the dance floor .golittelbad girl 

dirtyrpgirl: there ya go max...giggles 
trisha_29: giggles and draws myself up...pushing my hair back off my face....hopping off the 
stage...ok i have something to take care of that cant wait......grins and walks to max...takes 
his hand and disapears with a grin 
dirtyrpgirl: hugs gabi some as we stand on the bar watching intensely 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: you bad girl you !!!! 
D r a z: grins at  max and trishas ..laffffffffssssss 

Gabriela92: Fasten your seat belt, Max!!!!! 
Maxillary_Nerve: *gasps* goodgod!  
Jasper5001: you lucky mam max  

dirtyrpgirl: lol gabi 
Gabriela92: faces Dirty.... places my hands on her hips and sways to the music.... 
dirtyrpgirl: applauds trish as she hops off the bar...damn baby that was hot 

SANTACLAUSE_: cuts off the pole and gives it  to jasper ......MERRY CHRISTMAS 
dirtyrpgirl: sways to the beat with you facing you...looking in your eyes...... 
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo santaclaus 

Gabriela92: oh, yeah, here we go.... 
Jasper5001: ty ty ty ty  
Gabriela92: throws my hands up in air.... 

D r a z: dirty little girl   doesnt care about her reputation 
Gabriela92: hops on each foot to the beat.... 

dirtyrpgirl: wb shutter...my hands all over gabi's ass as we dance watching her arms go up in 
the air...then boldly kisses her softly 
Shutterspeed007: ty dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: yw 
Gabriela92: leans hard into Dirty's kiss, letting my mouth open... 
dirtyrpgirl: both hands grabbing at your ass as the kiss heightens 



Gabriela92: takes a handful of Dirty's buns in each palm and pulls our hips tight together... 
Gabriela92: breasts pushing firmly together... 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips to yours as i feel your tounge darting in and out of my mouth 
Gabriela92: tongues dancing together, wet and slippery... 
dirtyrpgirl: our bodies shaking together then slows with the tune 

Gabriela92: licks along your jawline to your ear lobe.... 
dirtyrpgirl: oh yeah bumpin to the beat with you 
D r a z: feeling so shady  lately  

Gabriela92: takes a little nibble and tugs.... 
dirtyrpgirl: my long fingers tracing the roundness of your backside 

D r a z:  come on and turn it on  
dirtyrpgirl: giggles as i feel the tug 
Gabriela92: lets my hands slip down into Dirty's, and extends our arms into a dance grasp.. 

Gabriela92: spins her... 
Gabriela92: pulls her back close, then away, into another spin. 
Jasper5001: sits at the bar watching another great show  

Gabriela92: rolls her back into my arms again... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo...spins around and putting my hands on my knees i rub my butt to you 
as i let it roll up and down seductively 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair flying as i shake my head and roll it over and over 
Gabriela92: stands behind dirty, pressing my breasts into her back with my hands on her hips... 
D r a z: watches the sex machines as they  move about on the stage  

Gabriela92: letting my fingers roam down to the bottom of her buns where they meet her 
legs.... 
Shutterspeed007: damn this is really hot  

dirtyrpgirl: trying to hold the opened jean shirt closed as i rock to the tune with gabi.....looking 
over my shoulder as i feel your fingers to my flesh at the bottom of the cutoffs 
Gabriela92: reaching around the front of her thighs, running my fingers down the inside, slowly 

and lightly.... 
dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging in my face as i bend over more....clapping my thighs to your 

fingers 
Gabriela92: dragging fingers back up, over the front of the cutoffs.... 
dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hiney back and forth to your body 

Gabriela92: up the tummy, tracing the inside edge of the shirt lapels.... 
dirtyrpgirl: standing up slowly leaning back to you swaying my hips to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: leaning back and kissing you again over my shoulder 

Gabriela92: meets your kiss as my fingertips glide over your belly button and up your 
breastbone.... 
Gabriela92: barely touching as they slip up your cleavage toward your neck... 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms reach back behind you pulling your body to mine as we dance your front to 
my back 
dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi.....that drives me wild 

dirtyrpgirl: my neck is so erogenous 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my head slowly to your touch 
Gabriela92: pressing my crotch up tight against your left butt cheek as my fingertips run over 

your collarbones.... 
Gabriela92: warm breath on the back of your neck, just below your right ear.... 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning to face you putting my hands on your hips looking into your eyes as our 
bodies touch laying my head to your shoulder...kissing your earlobe 
dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi........whispering....trish isnt the only one with damp panties 

now.................. 
Gabriela92: fingers running up and down your neck, caressing your throat... 
Gabriela92: kissing you just under then chin, then gradually down your neck.... 



dirtyrpgirl: looking over at Draz as gabi;s hands touch my throat, my body just quivers 
D r a z: jingles the keys 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and kisses gabi 
Gabriela92: reaches a hand out and takes a key from Draz... 
Gabriela92: bites my lower lip and winks at Dirty.... 

dirtyrpgirl: steps off the barto pand onto a stool as i take gabi's hand 
Shutterspeed007: wow ty ladies for that hot show  
dirtyrpgirl: yw very welcum shutter....... 

Gabriela92: takes Dirty's hand and steps carefully off the bar onto the next stool... 
Jasper5001: very hot way to go ladies  

Gabriela92: squats down and jumps to the floor.. 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles as your feet hit the floor 
dirtyrpgirl: ty jasper....see LAB is the place to be huh?...giggles 

D r a z: ok peopleshow is over  for yet another night in LAB ...time to  close up for  the night  
..............turn out  the llights  the party is over ................  tomorrow we start again 
Jasper5001: for sure dirty  

Jasper5001: ty draz  
dirtyrpgirl: giggles..okies Draz..i had a wonderful time and so glad i made it back !!! 
Gabriela92: gn, Draz.... Dirty and I will be upstairs 

D r a z: smiless  good to see  you back  dirty 
Shutterspeed007: enjoy gabri and dirty  
D r a z: youi welcome to stay there  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles...couldnt think of a better place for us gabi 
Gabriela92: oh, we will, shutter! 
dirtyrpgirl: thanks Draz..good to be back 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh we will 
Jasper5001: thank you gabi & dirty  

 


